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Abstract
DEVELOPMENT AND COMPARISON OF ULTRA SENSITIVE OPTICAL
ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY TECHNIQUES EMPLOYING HIGH-FINESSE
OPTICAL CAVITIES
Several ultra sensitive optical absorption spectroscopy techniques that employ

high-finesse optical cavities and ringdown technology were implemented. Their relative
performance and ease of use were then compared. The ringdown approach made it
possible for a laser beam to interact with an absorbing species in a path that was

effectively several kilometers long, thus dramatically increasing the measured absorption
signal. This is extremely useful for detecting very weak absorption lines. Signal levels of
up to 100,000 times more than the absorption signals generated after a single pass were

obtained using Continuous Wave-Cavity Ringdown Spectroscopy (CW-CRDS) in the

1305-1310 nm region while detecting weak water absorption lines. The signal levels

measured using Integrated Cavity Output Spectroscopy (ICOS) were up to 58,000 times

stronger than the signal levels measured after single pass absorption of water traces in the
atmosphere in the 1500-1520 nm region. When using the Off-Axis Integrated Cavity

Output Spectroscopy (OA-ICOS) technique in the same region, the signal level was about
25,000 times more than the signal level due to single pass absorption.
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1 Introduction to Cavity Ringdown
Spectroscopy and Related Sensitive
Spectroscopy Techniques
1.1 Problem Statement
The ability to detect and measure extremely low concentrations of gas species in
the environment is extremely important. Monitoring small changes in concentration of

gases can have significant impacts for environmental monitoring, controlling industrial
processes, maintaining the safety of spacecraft air supplies, and defense applications such

as detecting chemical and biological agents. Spectroscopic techniques which measure
absorption spectra of gas samples are able to use the unique spectral signatures of
different species to determine the makeup of the sample. A direct absorption
measurement made by measuring the difference in optical power entering and exiting a
gas cell. The ratio of these values of a function of wavelength leads directly to a

measurement of the sample spectrum. However, practical issues of detector noise, laser

noise, and so on make direct absorption techniques difficult when the absorption results
in an intensity variation of less than approximately 1%. The amount of a species needed
in the gas cell to give rise to a 1% change in transmission is, in typical cases, on the order

of parts per million (ppm) for a gas cell of less than 1 m in length.

Much higher sensitivity is required for applications where the goal is to detect
very low concentrations and/or very weak absorbers, for example, detecting a chemical
warfare agent at the edge of the plume. In other words, a sensor should detect a species
long before the center of the plume passes over the sensor. Another example is an aircraft
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patrolling an area which should be able to detect a plume even if it does not pass through
the center of that plume. Sensitivities on the order of parts per billion or even parts per

trillion are necessary for this kind of detection.

Another aspect of such a detection system is that it needs to operate outside of a
laboratory environment. This puts practical constraints on the system such as insensitivity
to alignment errors and vibrations. This thesis explores several detection schemes from

this point of view, namely extremely high sensitivity while being amenable to difficult
field situations.

The techniques that are considered here are all based upon cavity ring-down

spectroscopy (CRDS). Techniques that use ringdown technology have opened new
possibilities in this area of spectroscopy. Some of the more recent experiments have

demonstrated concentration detection limits in ranges of parts per billion and parts per

trillion1. This thesis focuses on establishing a facility that gives the Air Force Research

Laboratory Sensors Directorate (AFRL/SNJM) the capability to perform comparative
measurements between these types of detection techniques. The long term goal is to

develop a system based on this technology that is robust, light weight, small, and highly
sensitive that can be used for the purposes mentioned above.

1.2 Previous work
The development of thin dielectric films led to the ability to produce the highly

reflective mirrors that were used in development of CRDS and related technologies. The
origins of CRDS and related techniques go back to techniques developed for measuring

the reflectivity of high reflectance mirrors used for missile guidance systems2.
Absorption spectroscopy techniques, including CRDS, are based on the use of Beer-
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Lambert law of absorption which will be discussed in more detail in chapter 3. The BeerLambert law shown in equation 1.1 relates the intensity of a beam propagating through a

sample to the absorption cross section, number density, and path length according to

I = Ioexp[-<jNL] ,

1.1

where I is the resulting intensity, /0 is the initial intensity of the light beam, a is the

absorption cross section, N is the number density of the absorbing species and L is the

length of the optical path. If we consider a simple gas cell then the amount of absorption
on a single pass is set by the length of the enclosure. CRDS and other techniques achieve

a high sensitivity by increasing the effective path length, L. This is done using mirrors to

bounce a beam back and forth within the gas cell to give a longer effective path length
while maintaining the exterior dimensions of the gas cell. The simplest case is a White
cell which can increase the path length by a factor of roughly 10 to 100. Cavity ringdown

techniques, on the other hand, can increase the effective path length by a factor of over

1000. Additionally, spectroscopic techniques based upon the traditional Cavity Ringdown
approach use measurements of the temporal decay of a laser pulse exiting the cavity

instead of a direct measurement of the output intensity. This gives an advantage to CRDS
over direct absorption since it makes the measurement much less sensitive to laser power
fluctuations.
In CRDS, the absorption of a species in question is calculated by measuring the

decay time,

t

, of a resonant optical cavity. The decay time,

t

, is the time that it takes for

the intensity of the beam exiting the cavity to decrease by a factor of 1 / e.3 The decay
time,

t

, of an optical cavity is given by equation 1.2,
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T=

2L
c(aL-in R)

For the case of very high reflectivity mirrors,

1.2

and ln(/?)«-£, where 5 is

mirror loss, so that the expression for the time constant can be simplified to

T

2£
c(aL + S) ’

This decay time is then just a function of the loss of the end mirrors which determines the

leakage rate of light from an empty cavity, and the length which determines an effective
round trip time for the laser pulse. When an absorbing species is added to the cavity the

intensity decay is hastened by the additional loss introduced by the absorbing species.
This scenario is depicted in Figure 1.1. These two mirrors are facing one another and

separated by a length, L. A CRDS optical cavity is similar to the Fabry-Perot optical
cavity except that the time history of light leaking from the cavity is considered whereas

Fabry-Perot cavities are typically used in steady state where their narrow optical
transmission characteristics make them useful for filtering and frequency measurements.

The frequency selectivity of optical cavities is a hindrance to cavity ringdown
applications since the laser source is typically scanned across a range of frequencies in
order to record the absorption spectrum. The many passes between the two mirrors

effectively produces a very long (several kilometers) absorption cell. The length of the

effective absorption path is strongly dependent on the mirror reflectivity, this is why
extremely high reflectivity mirrors (99.9999%) are used for CRD techniques. Measuring

the decay time of the cell as a function of wavelength permits a direct calculation of the
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absorption of the species as a function of wavelength. If the absorption cross section <7

of the species is known, it is easy to determine the number density N.

The detection sensitivity is related to our ability to measure changes in this time
constant. Roughly we can gauge the sensitivity by aL » §, so the better the ringdown
mirrors the better our sensitivity. A more realistic approximation is that we have the

ability to measure a change in the time constant by approximately 1 part in 100 so that

the sensitivity is roughly <5/100. Ringdown mirrors are typically <5 = 10“3 or better.
In pulsed CRDS a laser pulse enters the cavity and a detector monitors the leakage
of the energy at the other end of the cavity. If the cavity is empty then the loss will be

only due to transmission through the mirrors. By addition of a sample gas with absorption
features at the same frequency of laser the loss will be due to both transmission through

the mirrors and absorption and we will observe a sharp decrease in decay time. This is the
fundamental observation that gives rise to all the branches of Ringdown Technology such

as CW-CRDS, Integrated Cavity Output Spectroscopy (ICOS) and Off-Axis ICOS (OA-

ICOS) OA-ICOS that will be discussed in this project. These techniques have proven
very useful in optical absorption measurements of atoms, molecules, and other optical

components3. The CRDS techniques make it possible to perform very sensitive
measurements with relatively simple experimental setups. This is a big reason for the

recent interest that is lately given to further developing this technology.
Cavity ringdown spectroscopy can also be performed with CW lasers. In CW-

CRDS intensity is a built up inside the cavity and then the laser source is rapidly switched

and a detector monitors the decay time. Again, the experimental setup is basically that

shown in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1. The laser is exit the cell is monitored to measure the intensity decay time.
Some of the light is lost due to absorption while the rest leaks out of the mirrors and is
monitored at one end by a fast detector. In a typical ringdown cell, the light travels
several effective kilometers before the signal dies down. The decay times are normally on
the order of microseconds.
Kevin Lehman from Princeton university was first to use continuous wave lasers

for CRDS. He was able to increase the detection sensitivity as well as the resolution due
to the narrow line width of the CW lasers2. CW laser sources for CRDA are usually
based on laser diodes are generally much less expensive and more compact than the
pulsed laser systems. The CW-CRDS system, however, requires careful mode-matching

of the laser to the ring-down cavity. This requirement is somewhat problematic for a
rugged, fielded system.

Another technique which is less sensitive to alignment is the Integrated Cavity
Output Spectroscopy (ICOS) technique. Anthony O’Keefe with his group from Los Gatos
Research Labs and G. Meijer and his colleagues in Netherlands have accomplished some
of the most extensive work in the area of ICOS, also known as Cavity Enhanced
Absorption Spectroscopy (CEAS). This technique is nearly the same as CRDS except

that the laser frequency is not locked to the ringdown cavity and the output intensity of
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the cavity is monitored instead of the temporal characteristics. The main advantage of

ICOS in comparison with CRDS is in its simplicity. For example, ICOS does not need

accurate mode matching and yet it produces accurate and sensitive absorption

measurements. By introducing cavity length perturbations and small laser wavelength
changes the cavity is driven in and out of resonance with the laser, averaging out the
frequency selective Fabry-Perot characteristics of the cavity. By integrating over a
relatively long time the probability is that the cavity becomes excited many times. The

result is for any integration time, several ringdown ‘spikes’ occur. The area of the

ringdown spikes is proportional to the loss so that for a representative integration time,

the integrated signal then corresponds to the loss. Because the total intensity of the output
is monitored, a slow, large area can be used instead of the fast detector required by
CRDS. By looking at the change in signal as the laser is tuned provides the absorption

signal4.
The ICOS technique can be further modified by considering an off-axis laser
injection geometry (OA-ICOS). Herriot, Kogelnik and Kompfner in their 1964 paper
showed that when an off-axis beam is injected into an optical cavity the ray will travel

back and forth in an elliptical pattern. Harriot and his group found the geometrical
properties necessary for the entering beam that turned the elliptical pattern to a circular

pattern and caused a reentrance condition back into the cavity5. This effectively created a
Cavity Ringdown type cell with a long path length that similar to the ICOS setup
randomized the cavity modes and makes it possible to average the transmission spectrum

of the cavity. Joshua B. Paul from Harvard6 followed by several other groups used these

properties to make very sensitive absorption measurements with results similar to those
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obtained with CRDS and ICOS setups. OA-ICOS has the simplest setup and equipment
requirement in comparison with ICOS and CRDS. Unlike CRDS there is no need for

mode matching or cavity length dithering.

1.3 Thesis Overview
This thesis documents the implementation and comparison of several CRDS

optical spectroscopy techniques with an emphasis on rugged and compact setups. The
theory behind absorption spectroscopy, optical cavities are discussed in chapters 2.
Chapter 3 describes in detail the various experimental configurations that were
implemented. In chapter 4 the results of the experiments are presented and compared to

the HITRAN spectral database in order to determine the sensitivities of the techniques.
Finally in chapter 5 we compare the techniques with one another and discuss each
techniques strength and shortcomings as far as sensitivity, cost, robustness, and simplicity
from an Air Force applications point of view.
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2 Optical Cavities and Mode Formation
Cavity ringdown spectroscopy and derivative techniques are all heavily dependant
on understanding the modes of optical cavities. This chapter goes over the essential

theory of optical cavity modes to give a complete picture of the resonator based

spectroscopic techniques developed in this thesis.

2.1 Optical Cavities
An optical cavity consists of a periodic focusing action that takes place as light
rays bounce back and forth between the spherical mirrors. Each pass can be described
with a characteristic ABCD matrix determined by the specific optical elements. The ray
transfer of n consecutive passes can be evaluated by the nth power of the ABCD matrix

for a single round trip as shown in

Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1. A ray in the cavity sees a periodic sequence of identical transfer matrices.

For N trips, the ray transfer matrix is
2.1
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Then, in the limit as N -> qo we can use Sylvester’s theorem to evaluate this matrix. We
find that

q

lim V—»oo

N

B sin nd

A sin nd - sin -1) #
1
C sin «#
sin#

D)

'

Z)sin «#-sin(«-l)#^

2.2

where cos# = — (^4 + £)). This results in the stability criterion shown in equation 2.3.

A + D <2

2.3

When the cavity is unstable the rays become more and more divergent for each pass
through the cavity. For ringdown systems the cavities used are particularly simple and

consist of two spherical mirrors with radii of curvature 7?,, R2 and a mirror spacing d.

The roundtrip ray transfer matrix is given by
1- —

2d\ 1V ^2 J

R\

^1^2

±

4#2

2 -----2 + 4J
/?-,

( 1

7?2

^1

(P

1

t'l
0

d
b

)

^1^2 >

i
-2

b

<b

1 d
0 1

2.4

Therefore, the ringdown system the cavity is stable as long as

0< 1-

R,

i-A <1
V ^2 J

2.5

Stability is, of course, necessary for ringdown type experiments in order to achieve a
large number of round trips in the cavity. Once we have a stable cavity it is then

important to understand the detailed properties of the modes in the cavity in order to
understand the frequency selectivity of cavity and the details of efficient coupling of a

laser source into the cavity.
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2.2 Modes of Optical Cavities
2.2.1 Beam modes with Cartesian Symmetry
Using a Cartesian coordinate system we assume the following trial solution to the
paraxial wave equation:

p(x,y,z) = g

7
( XV
( yV
-z
exp
h
/ \
HZ)J
kp

(z)+m7x2+/)

2.6

By introducing g and h we allow the modes of propagation to have different horizontal
and vertical functional forms. P(z) is a phase shift factor which is associated with the
propagation of the light beam and q(z), defined in equation 2.7, is the beam parameter

which is most often used to describe the propagation of a Gaussian beam.

q

-r

2
7rw2(z)

In addition, w(z) is the radius of the beam and

2.7

is the radius of curvature of the

phase front. If we substitute the trial functional form for (p(x,y,z) into the paraxial wave
equation shown in equation 2.8, the partial differential equation reduces to an ordinary

differential equation and the form of g and h can be determined.
d2a) d2<p ...dtp
dx2 dy
dz

.

2.8

After some algebra, we find that
7
A
7
A (
y
72- y
=
H
72
\H..
h
g
w (z)
w (z)
k w(z)J [w(z)
k
k
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2.9

where Hm wnAHn are Hermite polynomials of order m and n which define the
transverse mode number. The first four even and odd Hermite Polynomials are shown
below:

7/0(x) = l
Hx (x) = 2x

2.10

H2(x) = 4x2-2
H3 (x) = 8x3 -12x

The complete expression for the higher order modes is then shown in equation 2.11

w(z)y

w(z)

(

H

2 .

2 A

w(z)J
(

2

2 ^A

2.11

x +y
xexp -i [kz - (m + n + l) </)} -ifc
27? (z)
W (z)

where

2.12

= tan
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Figure 2.2. Hermite Gaussian laser mode intensity patterns11.
The first few Hermite-Gaussian (HG) modes are shown in Figure 2.2, above. Clearly the
lowest order mode is just a Gaussian beam.
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It is important to notice the additional phase factor beyond that due to plane wave
propagation. This part of the phase shift is shown in equation 2.13. The additional phase

shift is a function of mode number and it explains why different cavity modes have
different resonant frequencies.

2.13

O(w,z,z) = (jn + n + l)tan 1
J

For example, if one considers the TEMm of a resonant cavity from a ray optics

perspective, the rays trace out a bowtie in the cavity and the longer path length results in
the different phase shift, and resonant frequency. In most cavity ringdown based
techniques it is desirable to have a well defined cavity resonant frequency so only the

lowest order mode is excited. In off axis ICOS, however, we excite a very high number
of modes so that the different resonant frequencies will fill in the transmission spectrum
of the cavity.

From the standpoint of CRDS, Figure 2.2 shows what the input laser beam must
look like in order to couple to a cavity mode. In general, we will couple to TEMW since
this mode is what typical laser outputs approximate. Another note of interest is that the

higher order modes extend farther from the center of the mirror and so will theoretically

see more diffractive loss due to clipping on the finite cavity mirrors.

2.2.2 Cylindrically Symmetric Higher Order Beams
The optical modes of a cavity can also be expressed in a cylindrical coordinate

system and their derivation follows the same path as in section 2.2.1. These cavity modes
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are called Laguerre-Gaussian beams and the first few modes, designated TEMpl are
shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3. The Laguerre-Gaussian laser mode intensity patterns11.
Regardless of the basis functions chosen to express the higher order modes, the physics
remains the same and either basis set can be used to decompose more complicated cavity

modes. In general, the low order Hermite-Gaussian modes are more useful since they are

a better match to the modes that are excited by a small laser beam exciting a resonant
cavity.

2.3 Mode Matching
Because very high reflectivity mirrors are used in CRDS techniques most of the

light of the laser is simply reflected from the mirror at the cavity entrance, therefore it is
important to efficiently couple the laser into the cavity by mode matching. In addition,
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different cavity modes have different resonant frequencies and the excited cavity mode

may change as the laser is scanned infrequency unless the modes are well matched and

the overlap between the input been and the higher order modes is minimized. It is also
worth noting that the different modes may have different cavity lifetimes because higher
order modes clip more than the lower order modes. However, because our mirror size

was many times larger than the beam diameter, such effects will not be appreciable.
In order to efficiently couple into a CRDS cell we must match the nominal

Gaussian beam from the laser with the transverse mode in the cavity. The parameters of
the beam injected into the CRDS cell system is usually different from the parameters of
the beam inside the optical cavity. Therefore, in order to efficiently couple into the CRDS

cell we must determine the parameters of the mode in the cavity, the parameters of the
beam exiting the laser, and design a system of lenses to transform the laser beam into a

wave front that matches that at the cavity input. Figure 2.4 shows a schematic diagram of
the laser-cavity coupling arrangement.

We should also note that after much time it was realized that the CRDS mirrors
initially used were not made of fused silica but of silicon, and the high index of refraction
of these mirrors made the defocusing action of the mirror important to account for in the

mode matching calculations.

Figure 2.4. Schematic diagram of the mode matching arrangement.
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3 Highly Sensitive Optical Spectroscopy
This chapter discusses the theory behind the experimental techniques that were
implemented in the course of this thesis and presents expressions for their performance in

a unified framework.

3.1 Absorption Spectroscopy
In direct absorption spectroscopy the absorption coefficient as a function of

frequency, a (co), is obtained by measuring the change in intensity as a beam of
monochromatic light as it passes through a sample of length L. The resulting change in
intensity due to absorption is given by the Beer-Lambert law and is show in equation 3.1

I (co) = Io (<y)exp[-a((y)]

,

3.1

where 70 is the initial intensity of the beam before going through the sample and
a (co) = NLa(co). In the typical case of small absorption where a «1, we can make the

following approximation:
exp(-cr)« l-cr.

3.2

This will allow us to modify equation 3.1 to yield the following relationship

3.3

7o(®)
or

A/ _ l-a
I

a

where a = l-A = l-exp(-a(&>)).
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3.4

Figure 3.1 shows the experimental setup used to demonstrate absorption
spectroscopy. This setup also contains several improvements over the basic absorption
measurement outlined above. The absorption path, L, is made longer by bouncing the

beam between several mirrors and an auto-balanced detector24 is used to directly
measure

. The use of the auto-balanced detector minimizes errors in the

measurement caused by laser intensity noise as well as power fluctuations caused by

current or temperature tuning. Typically, the intensity variation due to current tuning a
diode laser will easily swamp small spectral features.

Figure 3.1. Schematic diagram of a direct absorption Spectroscopy setup that include a
reference beam and auto-balanced detector.
Practically speaking we see that the absorption sensitivity is directly related to

how well we can measure the laser power or intensity. A very quiet laser will allow us to
measure small changes in intensity, whereas a noisy laser will be difficult to distinguish
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intensity changes due to absorption versus changes due to laser fluctuations. The use of
an auto-balanced detector can allow the sensitivity to approach that set by the shot noise
limit, but this approach is still limited to relatively short path lengths since the multiple

bounce approach quickly becomes unwieldy.

3.2 Cavity Ringdown Spectroscopy
In chapter 1 we introduced the basic concepts of the Cavity Ringdown approach.

Here we give a detailed derivation for the expected signal. We will derive the differential
equation for the intensity of light in an empty ringdown cavity by noting that during a
roundtrip in the cavity the intracavity intensity is reduced by /(l-R). Further, we can

easily see that the round trip time in the cavity is

. If the number of round trips is

large we can write a differential equation describing the intensity in the cavity as a
function of time:
A/_-/(!-j?)
kt
L/
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/(/) = 70 exp(-t/r),

3.6

dt
Solving equation 3.5 we see that

where

Now,

t

is just the empty cavity lifetime. If there is an absorbing species in the cavity

then it introduces an additional round trip loss which can be included by writing
R' = RA - Rexp(-</(<»)),
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3.8

where 1-A is just the intensity loss during one round trip given by the Lambert-Beer

law. The additional round trip loss decreases t , which is now shown in equation 3.9.

So, by simply measuring the decay time of the cavity as a function of wavelength and
knowing the decay time of the empty cavity, one can easily determine the absorption as a

function of wavelength. A typical ring down trace recorded in the laboratory is show in

Figure 3.2, and the cell used in the CW-CRDS experiments is shown in Figure 3.3.
Although CRDS was pioneered with pulsed lasers, the low cost, small size, wide

tuning range, narrow line width, and ease of use make diode lasers particularly attractive
for cavity ringdown experiments. In a CW-CRD experiment, the CW laser needs to be

shut off in order to view the ringdown. The ringdown is obtained by mode matching the
laser into the CRDS cavity and then slowly (compared to the cavity ringdown time)
scanning the length of the cavity with a piezoelectric actuator. At some point the cavity
will come in to resonance with the CW laser and the transmitted signal will grow. By

setting a threshold level on the detector as a trigger, the laser can be quickly turned off,

deflected with an acousto-optic modulator, or shifted out of resonance by changing the
diode current. No matter what approach is chosen, the laser is effectively decoupled from

the cavity and a ringdown can be observed by monitoring the intensity on the detector. If
the cavity length is scanned back and forth over one free spectral range in a time, Az1, we

expect to measure ringdown events at a frequency of —. Because the maximum
scanning rate for the cavity is fixed by the relative overlap of the laser line and cavity
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resonance as well as the time required for the cavity intensity to build up to a detectable
level, the maximum data rate is limited in this approach.

Figure 3.2. Shows a typical ringdown decay that was measured during one of CRDS
experiments.

Figure 3.3. The cell used in the CW-CRDS experiments. The micrometers on the right
side of the cavity included piezoelectric actuators for scanning the cavity length.
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3.3 Integrated Cavity Output Spectroscopy(ICOS)
The main difference between Cavity Ringdown Spectroscopy (CRDS), which was
discussed in the previous section, and Integrated Cavity Output Spectroscopy (ICOS) is
that the output intensity of the cavity is monitored instead of the decay time. The

mathematical analysis for ICOS proceeds exactly as for CRDS except that there is a
source term added to the differential equation describing the time history of intensity
inside the cavity. The modified version of equation 3.5 with the additional intensity

source term is shown in equation 3.10. The source term is the laser intensity injected into

the cavity, ILT, modified by a cavity coupling parameter, Cp, between 0 and 1.

dt

At

L/

The factor of two in the source term is because the loss from each mirror happens
twice on a round trip, but light is only injected once per round trip. The expression for the

intensity exiting the cavity is shown in equation 3.11.

hCpT
2(1-7?)

where r

(1-7?)

[l-exp(-Z/r)] ,

3.11

is the unchanged time constant for the cavity. Once the empty cavity

reaches steady state the intensity leaving each end mirror is just half of the light coupled

/;CT
.
.
.
into the cavity,---- — . Once again we replace the R in equation 3.11 with R from
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equation 3.8 so that the additional cavity loss due to absorption is included. The resulting

intensity leaving the cavity in steady state is

ACT
L P
2(1-7?')'

3.12

Clearly, the absorption of the cavity is encoded in the output intensity through the effect
of R'. We can compute the fractional change in the output intensity by solving for

.

Performing the algebras we find that

AZ
1

Ga

\ + Ga

3.13

where a = l-A = l-exp(-a(ty)) is the absorption and G, or the cavity gain can be
shown in equation 3.1422.
G-

R
1-R

3.14

For small absorption, Ga&l so the signal is approximately

— *Ga.
I

3.15

Clearly the effect of the cavity is to amplify the changes in the output intensity by a factor

of G. Figure 3.4 shows a plot of the gain factor for a range of reasonable mirror

reflectivities.
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Figure 3.4. Cavity gain as a function of mirror loss.

In order to achieve the large gains that are possible with ICOS it is necessary to
consider the frequency selective behavior of a resonant cavity. The obvious, but

complicated experimental approach is to lock the cavity length of the cavity to the input

laser frequency as it is scanned and to monitor the output intensity of the cavity. This
approach is very complicated requiring a large amount of additional equipment besides a

tunable laser, detector, and cavity. The approach taken here is to rapidly dither the cavity
length with a piezoelectric actuator so that the length varies over one free spectral range.
As a result, for every oscillation of the cavity length the laser and cavity will be

inresonace at least twice. This is similar to the CW-CRDS approach described above
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except that both O’Keef and Meijer have shown that the time averaged output of such an
arrangement is proportional to the absorption in the cell14’18.

The cavity length must be scanned slowly enough so that the intracvaity intensity

approach steady state every time the laser frequency overlaps the cavity mode, but fast
enough so that the flickering output intensity can be effectively averaged. Because there a

large amount of time during each cavity length oscillation when the output is zero, the
average intensity output can be quite low in this approach, however since the
measurement is not a fast ringdown, a large sensitive detector can be used.

3.4 Off Axis ICOS
The Off-Axis ICOS technique is an extension of the on-axis ICOS approach that
was discussed in the previous section. Instead of coupling the laser to TEM^, the laser
couples to the cavity by exciting a reentrant mode similar to that in a white cell. Because

this mode is really the superposition of many fundamental TEMmn modes, the frequency
selectivity of the cavity is greatly suppressed while the effective gain of the cavity for
absorption measurements is preserved. A higher order transverse TEMmn mode has

(m + n) times smaller FSR than a TEMQQ mode19.
It has shown by Herriott, Kogelnik and Kompfher20 in 1964 that when a beam is

injected into the cavity with an off axis angle, the reflections off the surfaces of the cavity

mirrors will lie in an elliptical or circular pattern as shown in Figure 3.5. The radius A,
of the beam spots as they rotate around the cavity circumference is given by
y0' = A/yffd
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,

3.16

where f is the focal length of the cavity mirror (f=R/2). The rotation angle on each
pass is given by
cos0 = l-d / R

3.17

Figure 3.5. Off-axis alignment and beam propagation in an optical cavity. Figure adapted
from Bakhirkin et al19.

Further, Herriot and his group demonstrated that once the geometrical retracing

condition in equation 3.19 is met, in addition to the usual cavity stability criterion in
equation 3.18, then the ray will retrace its path. The cavity stability criterion is

0<

1V

>
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R2 7

<1

3.18

where d is the spacing between the cavity mirrors, R} and R2 are the radii of curvature of
the cavity mirrors. In addition the re-entrance condition is satisfied when

2m0 = 2n7r,

3.19

where m is the number of round trips that the ray takes before it retraces back on itself

and n is an arbitrary integer. We can also determine the FSR of this type of cavity by
knowing the number of roundtrips and the spacing of the cavity mirrors.

FSR = —
2dm

3.20

The off-axis injection approach coupled with astigmatic mirrors results in a spot

pattern on the mirror surfaces that is a Lissajous pattern with an effective path length that
is as long as the on-axis ICOS approach, but since so many modes are excited, the free

spectral range is reduced to a point where it is narrower than the exciting laser and the
cavity appears to have a continuous transmission as a function of wavelength. Although

astigmatic mirrors are difficult to obtain, they can easily be achieved in the lab by simply
clamping a spherical mirror with a force sufficient to distort its figure.

From this point onward the analysis of off-axis ICOS is essentially the same as for
the on-axis approach except that the contrast ratio of the cavity is reduced so much that
there is no need to dither the cavity or to average the output intensity.
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4 Experiments and Results
4.1 Cavity Setup and Mode Matching
In order to mode match the laser and the cavity we first had to profile the
collimated beam that was produced by a Thorlabs Mitsubishi diode laser (ML725B1 IF)

that emits laser at a wavelength 1310nm and is mounted on a Thorlabs TCLDM9 mount.
The diode’s temperature is controlled by a Thorlabs LDC 500. As is indicated in Figure

4.1 there is a linear relationship between the temperature and the wavelength as long as

the current is set. The Current is controlled by a Thorlabs LDC2000 laser diode
controller.

Figure 4.1 Wavelength of the Thorlabs diode laser as a function of diode temperature.

With the help of a Thorlabs free space fiber coupler the beam is then coupled into
a single mode fiber with a collimating lens at the end of fiber and was mounted on a 3-D

adjustable kinematic mount. The coupler position was adjusted in order to obtain an over
90% coupling efficiency.
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Next we used the knife edge method to perform the beam profiling and determine

the location and radius of the beam waist. To do this a razor blade was located at the end
of the fiber on the optic axis. First a power meter and then a photo diode was located 2m

from the fiber output on the optic axis. The razor blade was placed on a 2d translation
stage enabling us to make very accurate measurements. The razor blade was moved
slowly orthogonal to the beam and the orthogonal distance that intensity change was 8%
to 92% was recorded. This process was recorded many times on the optics axis and the

location of the laser blade was recorded each time. To ensure the accuracy of our
measurements this process was also repeated with a Thorlabs Omega meter (an integrated
spinning knife edge, detector, and readout) that measures the beam diameter and is very

easy to use. The results were then fitted and the beams waist was determined 794/nw.

Coincidently the beam waist of the cavity was calculated (based on the radii of curvature
and the spacing of 0.862 m) to be 803/z/w which meant that a simple 1:1 mapping into the

cavity would give good mode matching. The location of the laser beam waist was found

to be -106cm from the output of the fiber which indicated that we have a virtual beam
waist location. An optical imaging system was used to map this beam waist with a

magnification of 1 into the center ringdown cavity. The first lens was a Newport’s
KBX088 and had a focal length of 1026.1mm measured at 1300nm.This lens was located
4cm from the output of the fiber (or 1 m away from the virtual waist). The second lens
was actually the first cavity ringdown mirror from Los Gatos Research and was made out

of silicon and had a focal length of -250cm. We developed a computer model that

assisted us in determining the best position for our lenses to obtain the best mode

matching. This lens/mirror was located 40cm from the first lens. To ensure that the beam
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waist occurred exactly at the center of the cavity we performed another beam profiling

experiment at 1550nm since the second mirror had a 50% transmission at that
wavelength. The focal length difference between 1550 and 1310 is insignificant and the
50% transmission (as compared to 0.01%) allowed us to easily detect and profile the

1550 beam and hence verify the action of the cavity mirror on the beam. This experiment
further confirmed that the cavity and the laser were mode matched. We were further able
to confirm this after we set up the cavity as we will discuss in the future sections and

observed many TEMQQ modes and very few higher order modes with higher orders. Some
of these modes are shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2 Photographs of actual modes excited in the cavity. A clear progression of the
classic modes Hermite-Gaussian modes as described in Chapter 2 are seen as the
alignment of the cavity and laser is moved away from ideal coupling to TEMW.
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4.2 Cavity Ringdown Spectroscopy
In order to setup the cavity we use the distances in between the CRD mirrors that
were determined previously by mode matching section. The experiment setup is shown in
Figure 4.3. The first step was to align the setup. We first placed pinholes centered at the

both ends of the cell and observed the laser beam with an IR card and adjusted the

steering mirrors until we observed the maximum intensity on the IR card. Next the
pinholes were removed and the Los Gatos research labs Ringdown mirror located at the
output was mounted inside the cavity. The mirror was then adjusted until its reflection

was coincided back on the steering mirrors at the entrance of the cavity. The coincidence
of this back reflection was observed with both IR cards and a Sensors Unlimited SU320

InGaAs infrared camera. The final cavity mirror was mounted an the entrance of the

cavity and adjusted so that the reflection from it was again aligned with the incident
beam. In this way the laser beam was centered in the cavity and both mirrors were set to
be perpendicular to the beam.
High F Mirrors

Lens

Steering Mirror on 2D translation stage

/

I

p

Photo diode
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Collimating Lens

0

Steering Mirror 1

Mode Matching Lens

0

Laser Controller

Pulse Generator

Oscilloscope

SM Fiber and Isolator

Figure 4.3 Schematic diagram of the cavity ringdown experiment.
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To ensure that the alignment is complete and that the beam is exciting modes of the

cavity, we placed the Sensors Unlimited IR camera at the output of the cavity and
observed the transmitted light. Only very slight adjustment of the mirrors is required to

insure that only TEMQQ mode is transmitted by the cavity.
A fast lens f= 38.1mm (Newport KPX079) was used to focus the energy
transmitted from the cell onto InGaAs photo diode with integrated transimpedance

amplifier (Thorlabs PDA 255). The gain setting on the PDA 255 was adjusted so that the
response time of the detector was 4/75. As is shown in
Figure 4.3 the photodetector was connected to a model DG 535 Stanford Research digital

delay generator. The delay generator was programmed to trigger when the diode current
reaches a threshold value of 200 mV and kick the laser diode current controller with a
step change in laser diode current. The energy build up took place when the cell’s

longitudinal modes and the frequency of the input laser were coincident. Triggering of
the current controller then resulted in the laser and the cavity going off resonance,
effectively decoupling the laser from the cavity so a ringdown event could be observed.

In addition to kicking the laser current controller, the delay generator also triggered a
Tektronix TDS3054B digital oscilloscope which recorded the ringdown signal from the

photo diode.
A LabVIEW program was written to improve our data acquisition capability,
assist us in analysis, and to help control our instruments. To obtain spectra, the laser

frequency was changed manually in small step sizes (0.0 lnm) and was monitored with a
Burleigh Wavemeter (WM-1000). The LabVIEW program took up to 50 sample decay

times at each wavelength, averaged them and then fitted them to an exponential decay.
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Figure 4.4 shows a cavity ringdown measurement of a single water absorption line in
room air. The ringdown time on line center was too short to measure with our detector
bandwidth which illustrate the narrow dynamic range of CRDS.

Figure 4.4. A cavity ringdown measurement of a single water absorption line.
Unfortunately room air contained so much water that ringdown time was too short to
measure with the current setup.

4.3 Integrated Cavity Output Spectroscopy
(ICOS)
A New Focus model 6262 External Cavity Diode Laser (ECDL) was used as the
tunable laser in this experiment. Two Newport super mirrors on a fused silica substrate,
both with radii of curvature of lm were used as cell mirrors. The mirror at the injecting

end of the cavity was a Newport model 10CM00SR.70F which has a R=99.99%, while
the mirror at the far end of the cavity was a mode 10CV00SR.70T which has a
R=99.975%. Placement of a more transmitting mirror at the far end of the cavity makes
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the detection easier while it needs to be considered that it also shortens the effective path

length and therefore lowers the sensitivity of the experiment. The mirrors were placed
38.4 cm away from each other. The alignment of the cavity to the laser beam was
achieved as in the CRDS setup. The energy exiting the cavity was focused into Thorlabs
PDA255 photo detector with a f=38.1mm lens (Newport KBX139). The mirror at the

output end of the cavity was mounted in a Thorlabs KC1-PZ piezoelectric kinematic

mount. The piezoelectric mount was controlled by a Thorlabs MDT 693 3-axis
piezoelectric controller that was driven by 3.5V peak-peak white noise signal noise

generated by a model 33220A Agilent Technology function generator. The noise setting
on the function generator was chosen randomize the cavity length over one FSR.

High T mirror

Photo Detector

Fast Lens
High F mirror

Laser Source
PZT CTRL

Function
Generator

.2
Oscilloscope

Wavelength [X]

Figure 4.5 ICOS experimental setup. Note the similarity to the ringdown setup.

The laser was scanned at a speed of O.Olnm/sec on a sweeping mode. The step mode was
avoided since it seemed to have mode hopping effects. The data was acquired using two
different methods. First the photo detector was directly connected to the Tektronix
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Digital oscilloscope and was triggered to collect and average 512 sweeps. A more

sophisticated approach used LabVIEW and a National Instruments DAQPAD 6020F
analog to digital converter enabled the averaging of more frequency sweeps and the

collection of intensity data at 12 nits instead of the eight available with the oscilloscope.
Beside the improved resolution, the communication with the A/D converter is much
faster while every trace from the oscilloscope took nearly 1 second to transfer via GPIB

when triggering overhead is included.

Figure 4.6 Photograph of the ICOS setup with a crude nitrogen purge setup that was used
in an attempt to eliminate the observed water lines completely.

A photograph of the ICOS setup with a nitrogen purge box is shown in Figure 4.6. A
spectrum of room air taken with the ICOS setup is in Figure 4.7. Due to a quirk of the

New Focus laser wavelength output some of the adjacent data points have the same
wavelength reading even though the laser was monotonically increasing the output
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wavelength. In subsequent data sets we linearly interpolated between the starting and
ending sweep wavelengths in order to generate the x-axis data.

Wavelength (gm)

Figure 4.7 Measured ICOS and calculated HITRAN curves. The measured spectrum is
plotted versus recorded wavelength.

4.4 Off-Axis ICOS
The setup of the Off Axis ICOS experiment was easier and simpler than both
CRDS and ICOS. The same model 6262 External Cavity tunable Diode Laser that was

used in the ICOS setup was used in these experiments. The last steering mirror before the

cavity was mounted in a kinematic mount and placed on a 2-D translation stage so that

the laser injection location and angle could be adjusted. The same two Newport super
mirrors that were used in the ICOS experiment were used as cell mirrors and were placed
50.7cm from each other. The mirror at the injecting end of the cavity was a Newport

10CM00SR.70F which has a R=99.99%, while the mirror at the far end of the cavity was
a Newport 10CV00SR.70T which has a R=99.975%. The initial alignment of the cavity
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was conducted just like the ICOS and CRDS experiments. The major difference in the

setup was that unlike the ICOS there was no use of piezoelectric mirror mounts. The
setup is shown in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8. Off-axis ICOS setup. The setup is similar to CRDS and ICOS except that is
even simpler and the alignment is less critical.

After completion of the alignment the steering mirror on the 2d translation stage was
moved a few millimeters while the output of the cavity was being observed on the

InGaAs infrared camera. Translation of the injection location combined with a small
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amount of tilt away from normal incidence resulted in the pattern shown in the left part of

Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9. Photographs of off-axis ICOS cavity outputs. Reentrant cavity pattern from
spherical mirrors (left) and Lissajous pattern from a slightly astigmatic mirrors (right).

The left pattern was due to and elliptical reentrant pattern on the spherical mirror
surfaces. The right pattern was made by applying mechanical pressure on a spherical

mirror by simply tightening the mounting screw in order to induce astigmatism in one of
the mirrors. Gathering sufficient optical power on the photodiode was the most
challenging part of this experiment. Not only is the intensity in the cavity lower in the
off-axis ICOS setup, but it is also harder to focus the large output pattern onto the
detector. It proved helpful to use a fast 2” diameter, f=38.1mm Newport KBX139 lens to

focus the cavity output onto the photodiode and increase the power of the laser.
The laser was scanned at a speed of O.Olnm/sec on a sweeping mode. The same
National Instrument’s DAQPAD 6020F was used and the LabVIEW program used in
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ICOS experiment was modified and used to acquire data. This allowed us to obtain a

graph of signal voltage vs. time. The predicted results that were modeled using the
HITRAN program were then compared with our experimental results. Figure 4.10 shows
a spectrum of room air measured with the OA-ICOS setup and a HITRAN comparison.

Figure 4.10. Room air transmission spectrum obtained with the OA-ICOS setup
compared to the HITRAN model.
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5 Summary and Conclusions
A comparison between the signal level of a single pass and the signal drop of the
ringdown due to absorption of water molecules available in atmosphere was made. The

signal level due to Cavity Ringdown Spectroscopy in this case was at least 100,000 times
more than the signal drop in the case of the single path. Although this is sufficient to
show that CRDS is the most sensitive method of spectroscopy that is used in this project,
it does not permit us to determine the exact sensitivity of the CRDS in this project.

Although the transmission line under study was really weak the very reflective cavity
mirrors created a very long path length inside the cavity that caused a huge absorption

that saturated the measurement as is indicated in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1. Saturated CRD signal.

The exact sensitivity of the CRD was not determined for two reasons. First reason was
that the Mitsubishi laser’s tuning range was very limited (2nm). In order to determine the

exact signal drop we would need to be looking at even weaker absorption lines that the
line shown in Figure 5.1 which would require more tuning. The second reason was that
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this research was more oriented towards more robust means of sensitive spectroscopy
such as ICOS AND OA-ICOS.

CW-CRDS has proven to be the most sensitive and at the same time the least
robust method of spectroscopy that this study has looked into. The cavity and its mirrors

need to be very stable. This makes CRDS less ideal for an environment that can introduce

vibrations to the system. It is also important to mode match the cavity and the laser in
CRDS while it is not the case in ICOS and OA-ICOS. The requirement for accurate mode

matching takes away from the robustness of the system by adding additional components
and sensitive optical alignment. CW-CRDS has a better spectral resolution than the

pulsed CRDS. It is also less expensive particularly with the development of diode lasers.

Several absorption spectra of water molecules available in the atmosphere were
obtained using the ICOS setup. All the absorption features studied belonged to very weak

spectral features of water molecule and were modeled using the HITRAN program and
data base. The signal drop when scanning across some of the water features using the
ICOS method was compared to the signal drop when scanning across the same features in
direct absorption setup. The signal drop due to absorption in the ICOS case in some

instances was up to 58,000 times more than the signal drop in the case of a single pass
direct absorption. This indicates the very sensitive nature of the ICOS method in

detecting gases with weak absorption features. Being capable of detecting these weak
absorption features also gives us more flexibility in the types of laser systems that can be

used for this type of spectroscopy. This is very important in the cost saving sense. The
same sensitivity levels were also measured when using an ICOS setup with a mirror
spacing of 5cm. The system also proved to be very robust, compact, and promising
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technique for future field applications. For example, vibrations introduced from the

surrounding environment instead of posing a problem can be used as means to further
randomize the cavity modes.

For a more precise analysis of the system it is essential to scan through the same
wavelengths without the presence of the measured absorption features. Due to shortage in
necessary equipment it was not possible to repeat the scan in vacuum or without the

presence of water to make a better measurement of signal to noise ratio.
Several absorption spectra of water molecules available in the atmosphere were
obtained using the OA-ICOS setup with different entrance angles and cavity length. The

OA-ICOS signal level in most of our measurements was a factor of two or three less than

the drop in signal in the case of ICOS. However, OA-ICOS is still significantly more

sensitive than direct absorption. Out of the several different cavity lengths and entrance
angles used in our settings the least sensitive setup had a signal drop 17,000 times more
than the signal drop in single pass while the most sensitive system had a signal drop
28,000 times more than the signal drop in a single path direct absorption. The OA-ICOS
is the easiest to setup and requires the fewest number of components among all the

ringdown spectroscopy techniques. OA-ICOS is relatively inexpensive like ICOS. It has
similar characteristics to ICOS as far as its robustness, light weight nature and mobility
and is very capable in measuring gases with weak absorption features. It would have been

preferred to make the same spectroscopy measurement of the same wavelength range in
vacuum to get a better understanding of the system’s background noise. This did not take

place since we did not have the necessary equipment and would be a great starting point

for future work.
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